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Dead and ghostly children in contemporary literature for young people 
 
MICHELLE J. SMITH 
 
 
The Gothic has become a popular genre in children’s and young adult literature 
published in the past decade. Stephenie Meyer’s ‘Twilight’ series (2005–2008) is the most 
visible and bestselling example of fiction for young people concerned with the boundaries 
between the living and the dead. However, there is a large and growing body of 
contemporary popular fiction for young readers that focuses on interactions with vampires, 
werewolves, zombies, and ghosts. Many of these novels, as in the paranormal romance genre, 
depict human teen protagonists who must grapple with the challenges of falling in love with, 
or being threatened by, the dead.1 Less common, however, are novels for young readers in 
which the child protagonists themselves are dead or ghostly. The death of children is 
particularly problematic within literature intended for young people given perceptions of 
childhood innocence and the contemporary Western practice of shielding children from the 
disturbing truth of mortality.  
 While the combination of childhood and death, as Kathryn James points out, is 
‘unsettling’, examining how death is depicted in children’s texts ‘can provide an unusually 
clear opportunity to understand some of the ways in which meaning is created and shared 
within a society’ (2009: 2). Gothic children’s literature displaces the anxieties that ordinarily 
accompany the representation of child death in realist fiction. The fiction examined in this 
chapter, including Sonya Hartnett’s The Ghost’s Child (2007), Chris Priestley’s Uncle 
Montague’s Tales of Terror (2007), Neil Gaiman’s The Graveyard Book (2008), and Ransom 
Riggs’ Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children (2011), represents spectral children 
who, in diverse ways, interact with history by rewriting past wrongs committed, or 
experienced by, adults. The intended readership of these texts ranges from pre-teens for 
Priestley’s collection of short stories, to young adults in the instance of Hartnett’s novel, yet 
they all operate in ways distinct from that of contemporary Gothic fictions for adults. Steven 
Bruhm argues that the Gothic for adults typically emphasises the role of ‘children as the 
bearers of death’ (author’s emphasis) (2006: 98). In contrast, this chapter demonstrates how 
recent Gothic fictions for young people mobilise ghostly children to critique or remedy adult 
actions, often expressing distrust in adults as authority figures. The dead or ghostly children 
in these works do not scare other characters or the reader, as in ghost stories, but instead 
expose the serious harms posed to children by selfish or evil adults.2   
 
 
Theorising and historicising the ghostly child 
Ghosts occupy a liminal space between the living and the dead, not yet having ‘passed 
over’ to an imagined afterlife and, instead, haunting the living with their spectral presence. 
Similarly, children occupy a transitional state between infancy and adulthood. The genre of 
ghost stories, Julia Briggs notes, constantly challenges ‘the rational order and the observed 
laws of nature ... reintroducing what is perceived as fearful, alien, excluded or dangerously 
marginal’ (2012: 176). Ghostly children combine two threateningly marginal categories. Yet 
in recent Gothic children’s literature, they are not constructed as engendering fear, as in the 
traditional ghost story for adult readers. As Dale Townshend explains, ghost stories were 
historically excluded from literature intended for young people; from the origins of children’s 
literature as a distinct form in the eighteenth century, ‘culturally approved forms of children’s 
literature become everything that the Gothic is not’ (2007: 21). With shifting perceptions of 
childhood and the purpose of children’s reading, in recent children’s literature, however, 
Gothic tropes, such as ghostly and dead children, have been embraced.  
 While the genre largely avoided Gothic conventions in order to conform to adult 
expectations of didacticism and moral improvement, nineteenth-century children’s literature, 
in particular, commonly represented dead and dying children. Indeed, Judith Plotz explains 
that ‘the high tide of cultural concern with death is contemporary with the emergence of 
children’s literature’ (1995: 3) and argues that literary representations of childhood death 
were ‘part of the enabling conditions for creating and recognizing children’s literature’ (1995: 
4). In the kinds of fiction to which Plotz makes reference, death acts as a ‘stranger preserver’ 
(1995: 3), producing ‘immortal children, freed by one tactic or another from the dilapidations 
of time and history’ (1995: 17). Kimberley Reynolds shows that nineteenth-century fiction 
used child death to provide religious warnings, social critique, and dispose of troublesome 
girl protagonists (2000: 169–70). Yet she also builds on Plotz’s contention by arguing that in 
fantasy literature of the period, the death of child protagonists is celebrated and depicted as 
desirable, stemming from the idea of innocent childhood as ‘the closest humans get to 
perfection’ (2000: 171–2). In these books, including Charles Kingsley’s The Water-Babies 
(1863) and George MacDonald’s At the Back of the North Wind (1868/9), death is the 
beginning of an adventurous and ‘important phase of life’ (Reynolds, 2000: 173). Both 
Reynolds and Plotz highlight the process by which child death in nineteenth-century 
children’s literature elevated the status of childhood – making it ‘more real’ (Plotz, 1995: 17) 
than adulthood – and resisted the sense that a dead child was a loss to be mourned.  
 Indeed, in reality, the need to mourn lost children was common. Pat Jalland records a 
death-rate in England and Wales varying between 148 to 154 per 1,000 live births for 
children under one-year-old across the period 1840 to 1900 (1996: 3). In response to the 
frequency  of child death due to diseases such as scarlet fever,  surviving siblings and parents 
commonly understood child death  as a ‘fact of life’  (Jalland, 1996: 133). Given this high 
rate of infant mortality in the Victorian period, the existence of comforting and reassuring 
stories about child death, influenced by Christian beliefs about heaven, are unsurprising.  
 Dramatic decreases in the likelihood of infant death did not occur until the twentieth 
century, during which the rate fell from 100 in 1916 to less than 16 in 1983 (Jalland, 1996: 
120). This improvement in child mortality rates, and substantial decrease in the lived 
experience of child death, corresponds with the decline of death as an appropriate subject 
matter for inclusion in children’s literature. Emer O’Sullivan proposes that death was 
‘ousted’ from realistic children’s fiction from the late nineteenth century, remaining absent 
until the 1960s and 1970s when European children’s literature adopted a ‘matter-of-fact and 
educational’, rather than religiously-oriented, approach (2005: 26). In English children’s 
literature, Lynne Vallone suggests that child death re-emerges in novels from the 1950s in 
which post-war feelings of childhood alienation are ‘resolved by Uncanny-Children’  (2007: 
33).  
  In recent Gothic children’s literature, child death or ghostliness is not entwined with 
idolisation of the state of childhood, nor is death depicted as the gateway to a unique period 
of adventure. Instead, as will be illustrated in the following section, ghostly children serve as 
reminders of the passage of time, and of the adult failings that have produced historical 
wrongs. Ghostly children in contemporary Gothic fiction do not function as pathways for 
human child protagonists to find a place to belong, as in post-war fiction, but as a corrective 
for adult misdeeds or missed opportunities. Death is not depicted as the path to immortality or 
an endless, idealised childhood. Instead, child death is presented as an unnatural event that is 
to be regretted, with childhood understood as only a temporary phase in the necessary path to 
maturation into adulthood.   
 
 
Contemporary Gothic children’s literature  
 In Neil Gaiman’s The Graveyard Book, the protagonist Nobody Owens (‘Bod’) is 
perched precariously between life and death throughout his childhood. The illustrated novel 
begins with the Man Jack, a member of the Jacks of All Trades secret society, attempting to 
murder baby Bod after already having slain the rest of his family. Bod escapes and is raised 
by ghosts within a nearby graveyard who protect him from the society. He is given the 
Freedom of the Graveyard, which enables him to see ‘as the dead see’ (Gaiman, 2008: 78), 
and is taught the supernatural abilities of Haunting, Fading, Slipping, and Dream Walking. 
His appointed guardian, Silas, who has the ability to visit the human world to procure food 
for Bod, is most likely a vampire. Unlike traditional representations of ghosts as discontented 
or needing to right wrongs connected with their death, The Graveyard Book depicts a 
seemingly infinite period of ghostly existence for every human who dies. The graveyard is 
home to ghosts who lived as people during all periods of British history, dating back to the 
Roman occupation. Ghosts, therefore, are afforded a natural, rather than threatening or 
troubling, status and it is humans who are constructed as evil and dangerous.3 For instance, it 
is a pawn-shop owner, Abanazer Bolger, and his associate, who imprison Bod, attempt to 
steal a priceless brooch he recovered from a grave, and plan to surrender him to Jack for a 
monetary reward. 
 The Othering of the ghost in The Graveyard Book is also diminished in the dance of 
the ‘Macabray’ (Danse Macabre), in which the graveyard residents may leave the graveyard 
and interact with the living in the town for one night. Death is personified in the form of the 
Lady in Grey who rides on horseback, and with whom Bod shares the final dance of the 
evening. The dance that ‘had been ancient a thousand years before’ (159) comes intuitively 
and unconsciously to both the living and the dead, emphasising the universality and 
inevitability of death. The thin line between the living and the dead is traversed in both 
directions through the conditions of the graveyard. Bod’s ghost parents, for example, are able 
to make the physical contact with him required to care for an infant. In contrast,  Bod utilises 
the ‘the way of the dead’ (105) to pass unnoticed (‘almost ghostly’ [183]) once he leaves the 
safety of the graveyard to attend school. Nevertheless, the dead continually remind Bod that 
he will not be one of them ‘for a lifetime’ (163). As Silas explains to Bod who is naively 
untroubled by the notion of death because of his life among friendly ghosts: 
 And they are, for the most part, done with the world. You are not. You’re alive, Bod. 
 That means you have infinite potential. You can do anything, make anything, dream 
 anything. If you change the world, the world will change. Potential. Once you’re 
 dead, it’s gone. Over. You’ve made what you’ve made, dreamed your dream, written 
 your name. (179) 
Throughout the novel, Bod straddles ‘the borderland between the living and the dead’ (270), 
but the forces of good continually work to ensure that he is able to mature into adulthood, 
something that will spell the end of the Jack of All Trades order according to an ancient 
prophecy. Vampire Silas and werewolf Miss Lupescu are members of the Honour Guard who 
are described as guarding ‘the borderlands’ and protecting ‘the borders of things’ (303). In 
defending Bod’s life, the Honour Guard ensure the rightful place of the child among the 
living, and valorise childhood’s transitory state. The Graveyard Book presents death as 
something less than fearful through the comical interactions between the graveyard 
inhabitants who enjoy relatively peaceful afterlives. Instead, it pinpoints evil adults who bring 
about premature death to children as constituting a greater threat than the eventual, natural 
end of life.  Unlike the graveyard’s ‘family of Victorian children who had all died before 
their tenth birthdays’ (65), Bod’s rightful place is in the world outside, among the living in 
the present. The potential of the child’s future ‘Life’ (307) is far more significant than fixing 
children in an innocent state through death, although Gaiman does not shy away from 
reminding the child reader that Bod will eventually ‘return to the graveyard or ride with the 
Lady on the broad back of her great grey stallion’ (307).  
 In contrast with the supernatural protection afforded to Bod, which enables him to 
reach his teenage years and embark upon an independent life among the living, almost all of 
the children in Uncle Montague’s Tales of Terror cannot be saved. The protagonists of each 
of the short stories become ghosts or ‘shadow children’ because they are not sufficiently 
protected by adults, or because they exhibit traits that defy notions of childhood innocence. 
While a Guardian review of the collection, the first in a series of three books, describes it as 
‘convincingly Victorian in tone’, its representation of childhood death is diametrically 
opposed to the treatment of the subject in Victorian children’s literature (Mangan and 
Williams). The protagonist, Edgar, listens as his uncle recounts a series of tales about 
children who have come to horrifying ends. In this respect, Priestley’s collection appears 
influenced by author and illustrator Edward Gorey, whose abecedarian book The 
Gashlycrumb Tinies (1963) macabrely describes the various demises of 26 children in rhyme 
with a glee that challenged conventional maudlin representations of child death.  However, 
The Gashlycrumb Tinies, like Gorey’s oeuvre more generally, confronts “the brutal truths” 
(Shortsleeve 31) of childhood and other children with dry humour, rather than the serious 
danger or horror enacted by adults upon children, as does Priestley.  
 Priestley’s first tale, ‘Climb Not’, tells of Joseph who is raised with great physical and 
emotional distance from his parents, as his father spends each week in London working, 
while Joseph attends school as a boarder. With little parental attention and supervision at 
home, Joseph is drawn to a mysterious elm tree with the words ‘climb not’ etched into its 
bark. At the top of the tree, he finds dozens of valuable metal objects hammered into the 
wood. When Joseph attempts to retrieve a gold brooch, a shadowy creature with claws closes 
in on him; he is later found dead at the bottom of the tree, with the expensive pocket watch, 
gifted to him by his father, missing. The watch, a symbolic substitute for fatherly instruction 
and presence, is implicated in Joseph’s demise, as is his unchecked defiance of adult 
authority in his refusal to listen to the warnings of the gardener. Other stories Uncle 
Montague tells also highlight the potential for children to be deceptive, greedy, or evil, 
contrary to parental perception, thus dismantling Romantic notions of childhood innocence. 
Robert, a clergyman’s son, in ‘Offerings’ is encouraged by his ‘special friend’, a mangy cat 
who appears to be a channel for evil spirits, to kill animals by nailing them live to a plank of 
wood (Priestley 2007: 100). While in ‘Winter Pruning’, blind Old Mother Tallow ‘tames’ ill-
intentioned children by transforming them – and the protagonist Simon, who sneaks into her 
home to rob her – into apple trees (109).  
 Nevertheless, at the core of this series of tales are the failings of an adult who was 
entrusted to educate children and assist in their growth into adulthood. In the final story, it is 
revealed that Uncle Montague is haunted by the children whose stories he tells, and that these 
are the strange, silent children Edgar has seen on his walks through the woods to his uncle’s 
home. As a school teacher, Uncle Montague became addicted to gambling and began to steal 
from his pupils. He blames one child, William, for the thefts and, as a result, William is badly 
beaten and subsequently commits suicide. Uncle Montague continues to gamble and enjoys a 
prodigious winning streak, but the ghostly children who are drawn to him become his 
‘punishment’ (217): 
  ‘They come to me and tell me their tales. They bring me some token of their story and 
 these accursed objects now litter my house... It is a magnet for creatures of a twilight 
 world, Edgar, a world you cannot imagine.’ (218) 
Unlike the Victorian fiction that represents the dead child as free from the constraints of time, 
the children who haunt Uncle Montague are shown as trapped or ‘lost’ (220). Indeed, they are 
acutely conscious of the deprivations of death, exhibiting a dislike and sense of disturbance 
when they are described as ‘dead’ (220). While the shadow children are unsettling, the 
implied reader is encouraged to pity them for never having had the chance to live into 
adulthood. As Uncle Montague tells Edgar when one of the children attempts to touch him 
with hands that have the power to chill: ‘Forgive them, Edgar. They are drawn to your 
beating heart, to your body’s warmth. They have a terrible hunger for life’ (221). Though it 
mobilises horror in comparison with Gaiman’s strategy of humour, Priestley’s collection 
similarly understands child death as unnatural and tragic, with an eternal childhood in death 
represented as painful and lacking, rather than a triumph over ageing or pathway to 
adventure.    
Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children engages with ‘dead’ children on two 
complex levels. First, because the novel is illustrated with vintage vernacular photographs 
assembled by Riggs and other collectors, most of which are of children who would likely be 
dead, or at best, very elderly, in the present.4 Second, because of the narrative in which the 
sixteen-year-old American protagonist from the present, Jacob Portman, travels through time 
to 1940 to continue his grandfather’s work of helping to save the lives of ‘peculiar’ children 
who possess supernatural powers. In the present time on the isolated Welsh island of 
Cairnholm, the residents understand that the old orphanage where the children resided was 
bombed by Germany during World War II, killing all of the children who lived there. 
However, the children, guided by Miss Peregrine, an ‘ymbryne’ who can manipulate time and 
is charged with the responsibility of protecting the peculiar children, safely inhabit a time-
loop in which they repeat the same day (3 September 1940, just prior to the bomb’s fall), ad 
infinitum. As a result, the children do not physically age in their ‘perpetual deathless 
summer’, but the stasis of their lives is understood as ‘sealing them in their youth like Peter 
Pan and his Lost Boys’ (Riggs, 2011: 166). Lynne Vallone suggests that J. M. Barrie’s 
immortal Peter Pan is ‘the most ghost-like, haunting, character of all’ (2007: 26), yet Riggs’s 
peculiar children are always precariously perched on the brink of death. Not only are the 
peculiars emotionally arrested, they are trapped in the past: if they return to the present that 
Jacob inhabits and linger even momentarily, the years of ageing they have evaded will come 
upon them in an instant. 
Two kinds of past wrongs haunt the present Jacob inhabits: the historical reality of 
WWII and another, imagined evil quest for unnatural power. Jacob’s Jewish great-
grandparents were starved in a Nazi death camp and their bodies incinerated, with the trauma 
revisited on each generation of descendants as a ‘poisonous heirloom’ (104).  Moreover, the 
peculiar children, in the actual passage of time, ‘had been burned up and blown apart because 
[of] a pilot who didn’t care pushed a button’ (104). Riggs uses the story of the ‘hollowgast’ to 
create a fantasised mirror of the Holocaust. The hollowgast are shadowy creatures described 
as ‘a kind of living damnation’ (225). They were created at the beginning of the twentieth 
century by disaffected peculiars who sought to use time loops to become eternally young by 
‘mastering time without being mastered by death’ (255). In 1908, the renegade faction of 
peculiars, including Miss Peregrine’s two brothers, conducted an experiment in Siberia with 
this unnatural aim. The gigantic explosion that results, which recalls the spectre of a nuclear 
bomb, transforms those who sought immortality into monstrous hollowgasts, who were ‘all 
dead, beyond killing or punishing or any kind of reckoning’ (104).  
The hollowgasts are driven to murder peculiar children in order to feed upon their 
souls, stealing life from those who ordinarily symbolise potential, though the peculiar 
children remain trapped in time loops in which they cannot mature in order to hide from these 
monsters. If the hollowgasts consume enough children’s souls, they evolve into a ‘wight’, a 
being that resembles a human, with the exception of its blank, white eyes. Yet their ultimate 
aim is to kidnap the ymbrynes, harnessing their ability to manipulate time, in order to 
successfully repeat the experiment and become ‘deathless demigods’ (322). In this schema, 
Jacob’s grandfather is described as confronting a ‘double genocide, of Jews by the Nazis and 
of peculiars by the hollowgast’ (248) and these historical hauntings continue to be visited on 
his grandson, Jacob. The connection between Jewish persecution, the diasporic movement of 
Jewish people around the world, and the peculiar children is furthered when one of the 
children explains their own struggle to find a place of peace and acceptance: ‘the larger world 
turned against us long ago. The Muslims drove us out. The Christians burned us as witches. 
Even the pagans of Wales and Ireland eventually decided that we were all malevolent faeries 
and shape-shifting ghosts’ (130). 
The connection between the liminal period of youth and the liminal space of the 
ghostly is emphasised in Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children. Nevertheless, as in 
The Graveyard Book and Uncle Montague’s Tales of Terror, the preservation of childhood in 
death is represented as sad and grotesque rather than as a path to freedom, adventure, and 
magic. In order to travel to the island of Cairnholm, Jacob must first cross a ‘nautical 
graveyard’ (67) created during WWII. Soon after his arrival, Jacob visits the small Cairnholm 
Museum, in which there is an exhibit of the fossilised remains of a sixteen-year-old boy who 
perished 2,700 years prior, known as ‘the old Man’. The curator explains to Jacob that the 
boy had been strangled, drowned, disembowelled and suffered a blow to the head, but that he 
had likely gone to his death ‘willingly’: ‘Eagerly, even. His people believed that bogs – and 
our bog in particular – were entrances to the world of the gods, and so the perfect place to 
offer up their most precious gift: themselves’ (90). The bog, as an ‘in-between place’ that is 
neither water nor land, is understood to be a path to heaven for the young person who 
straddles the border between childhood and adulthood (101). The Old Man is symbolic of lost 
potential, of life sacrificed in the pursuit of existence on a higher plane, akin to the peculiars 
who sought immortality and eternal youth. It is the boy’s tomb, or ‘cairn’, that serves as the 
portal in time that allows travel between the present and the time loop in 1940 that the 
peculiar children inhabit, and it is also a symbolic reminder of the futility and waste 
associated with child death.   
 Hartnett’s The Ghost’s Child eschews the most recognisable Gothic conventions with 
respect to ghosts and death, such as graveyards, tombs, murder, and evil, as found in the other 
three texts discussed in this chapter. However, the reader learns at Hartnett’s novel’s 
conclusion that it is framed by a conversation between the recently-deceased elderly 
protagonist, Matilda, and the ghost of her unnamed miscarried son, who appears to be 
approximately eleven or twelve, the age at which she had usually visualised him. It is 
premised on a highly unusual acknowledgement of children who die before they can be born. 
Indeed, the disconcerting nature of this subject, as Jacqueline Rose notes, can have ‘no place’ 
in a children’s play like Peter Pan (1984: 38). In the second draft of the 1908 ending, Barrie 
wrote an annotation that describes Peter as ‘a sort of dead baby – he is the baby of all the 
people who never had one’ – but this material was excised from subsequent versions (qtd in 
Rose, 1984: 38). While Matilda mourns the loss of a potential child life, Harnett does not 
privilege the state of childhood, instead focusing on the way in which Matilda builds a 
fulfilling life despite several tragic disappointments and losses. As Matilda tells the tales of 
her past to the boy who has arrived unannounced in her home, she describes her love and loss 
of a wild-spirited man named Feather with whom she conceived a child that ‘would have 
been the most beloved thing in the world’ (Hartnett, 2008: 108). When Matilda loses the 
baby, she attempts to drown herself in a pond, deciding that ‘[s]he could follow the fay [her 
name for the child in utero] easily if she merely waited and was brave’.  Instead, she is 
rescued by Feather (110). While Matilda becomes a successful eye doctor in later life, she 
never marries or has children. She remains, nevertheless, pragmatic about the decisions she 
has made, describing paths not taken as ‘ghost roads, ghost journeys, ghost lives, … always 
hidden by cloud’ (22).  
 As the logical extension of contemporary Gothic children’s literature that 
problematises and refuses the notion of endless childhood, The Ghost’s Child celebrates the 
process of ageing and the experiences of a lengthy life. When the boy asks Matilda if she is 
angry that she is old, she recalls her own childhood experience of being frightened of an old 
woman:  
 
 I knew she had once been a small girl too, but I couldn’t believe it. She was oldness 
 and nothing else. She was like an abandoned nest you find in a bough, tatty and 
 disintegrating to dust. Even now, the memory of her makes me shiver. It is strange, 
 that oldness is so hard to love or forgive. (18)  
 
The simile of the discarded nest is particularly significant given that Matilda did not fulfil the 
social expectation for women to bear children. However, she counters any negative 
perception of ageing as reaching the bottom of a mountain, instead reconfiguring old age as 
arriving at the summit of a mountain: ‘I have climbed a long, long way’ (19). The boy, the 
ghost’s child, helps Matilda to recall her journey to the top and to be content with its 
outcome. The concluding image of Matilda, now relieved of the pains of her worn-out body, 
willingly setting out in a wooden boat with the boy and her dog Peake, shows a freedom that 
comes with death after a life fully experienced. Unlike the premature, unnatural deaths of 
ghostly children in other Gothic fictions that emphasise the stasis and imprisonment of death 
for the young, Hartnett emphasises the beauty and rightfulness of a life that ceases at its 
rightful time, when all its potential has been exhausted.  
 
 
Changing the death script in Gothic children’s literature 
In the first book-length study devoted to Gothic children’s literature, Anna Jackson, Karen 
Coats, and Roderick McGillis suggest that ‘children’s Gothic just might be a site for 
recalculation, reassessment of how things are, and hence even the disestablishment, 
dismantling, or at least a questioning of the status quo’ (2007: 8). Certainly, in a number of 
Gothic texts for young people, the dead or ghostly child is produced by adult sins or failings 
in the past. Adult characters are often critiqued for corrupting imagined childhood innocence 
and the rightful process of maturation into adulthood by attempting to harm children and 
trapping them, through death, in the state of childhood. Nevertheless, as children’s literature 
is a socialising agent, which both moulds and is shaped by cultural norms, these texts mirror 
contemporary understandings of death. In comparison with many children’s fictions of the 
Victorian and Edwardian era, in which child death was common, these recent works are 
unable to represent child death in a comfortingly favourable light. Instead, at a time in which 
the loss of children is rare and parental investment in the lives of typically fewer children is 
all-consuming, the very possibility of child death must be rejected and rendered abnormal and 
grotesque. The child reader is positioned to understand his or her worth and importance as a 
future adult. Hartnett’s novel, however, is an exception, and a rare acknowledgement of the 
commonality of miscarriage, a form of child loss that has often been minimised as not 
constituting a ‘real’ death to be mourned. The Ghost’s Child, however, like all of the Gothic 
children’s literature considered in this chapter, thoroughly affirms the potential of life and the 
priceless experience of ageing into adulthood and beyond.  
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1 Clare Bradford argues that within the paranormal romance genre, ‘relatively tame vampire 
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2 This unravelling of faith in adults as reliable authority figures might be understood in light 
of revelations about the historic, systemic abuse of children within a range of institutions 
including orphanages, schools, and churches from the late twentieth century onwards, as well 
as prevailing concerns about paedophilia.     
3 Though Bod is placed in danger by ghouls who wish to transform him into one of their own 
kind. 
4 Some of the children in the novel give their ages as follows: Horace (83), Olive (75), Enoch 
(117 or 118), and Millard (86). 
